circuit
Make your work easy...
Collaboration from
everywhere
Create a presentation. Share ideas. Have discussions
Plan the next steps. Invite colleagues in. Call a
customer. Schedule a follow-up. Make decisions.
Forward meeting minutes. Collaboration in the cloud.

One tool – one view

An organic user experience

In Circuit, everything comes together in

Whether voice, video, screen sharing, or

one single app: A central, virtual meeting

chat, Circuit is so easy to use that you can

point with all the functions you need for

work together remotely as if you were in

communicating with your teams.

the same room.

Device-independent The same user

Powerful and context-related

Location-independent collaboration

experience on every device: You have
online access to your conversations,

searches

Circuit offers user-friendly and powerful
collaboration functions, either as a stand-

communities and documents, no matter

alone solution or in combination with your

where you are.

Improved
teamwork
with Circuit

existing communication and business
applications.

Set up a conference room
Any room is transformed into an HD video

With Circuit, it's easy to find any content.
With the search and filter functions for
search terms, labels, files, or persons, you
can find what you need in a matter of
seconds. Stay in control Put an end to

Accept calls Circuit can be used based on

conference room in an instant with the

the disclosure of confidential data via

any SIP telephony infrastructure, whereby

powerful, user-friendly Circuit Meeting

Shadow IT or fee-based audio and video

users can accept and make calls via the

Room solution.

conferences.

Optimized workflows

Social collaboration Create online

Integrate your workflows and business

communities, and promote collaboration,

applications via the Circuit SDKs and APIs.

interaction, and the exchange of opinions

integrated Telephony Connector and also
manage their voicemails.

and ideas within the entire company.

Circuit is your digital workspace in the cloud.

Designed for the way teams
work today
do you have a great idea and
want to share it in real time?

Do you need a team to solve
a problem?

Outline your idea, share your

See who is online and invite them

Are you participating in a
conference and need to
catch a train?

screen, discuss solutions, make

to a spontaneous conference. Do

One swipe is all it takes to transfer

decisions, share everything in a

you need external experts? They,

the Circuit call to your mobile

conversation, and

too, can participate. No plugins

device. Transfer it back to your

save it – in Circuit.

required.

laptop when you are back at your
desk or have reached your
destination.

Do you need files from
various storage locations?

Do you want to
communicate on a social
network without any security
risks?

Circuit extensions give you

Share and download files, chat,

direct access to Box, Google Drive,

and add others to your

Have you missed a meeting
and would like to know the
current status?

One Drive, and

conversation? Circuit is an intra-

Syncplicity, and you can integrate

Listen to the recording (audio,

corporate app for social

your productivity and business

video,

collaboration in business.

screen sharing) of the meeting,

applications with the Circuit SDK.

download the documents, and
view the comments the

Regardless if
you are on your
laptop,
your mobile
device, or
your smartwatch
–

participants made. With Circuit,
you won't miss a thing.

Circuit is your digital workspace in the cloud For the first time, all functions
are centrally available: Voice calls, video conferences, messaging, screen and file sharing.
There is no need to switch back and forth between apps or remember several passwords.
Everything can be shared, downloaded, and reviewed. The implementation is fast, and the
integration is convenient and easy. With cost-effective per-user packages, Circuit gives you
the operative and financial flexibility your company needs.

Integrable into your future
The integration of your web-based processes with Circuit offers you a host of new
possibilities for collaboration and communication. By adding extensions, you can make
Circuit an integration platform for hundreds of business applications. You can even go one
step further: Integrate Circuit into the IoT systems for your suppliers, logistics, and
warehouse management.
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